SPIRITUALITY OR STUPIDITY.
As an unmarried single lady, acknowledge the fact that you are getting old and tell yourself the
truth, its better if we tell ourselves some obvious bitter truth than allow someone else do it for us, we
can take it down more easily when told to us by ourselves than when someone tells us. Most times due
to the fact that some ladies are desperate and have time running out on them, they become obsessed
with everything, angry at everyone, sound very rude and defensive and lack manner of approach.
I know the choice of a life partner is not usually easy; it’s a “for better-for worst” choice, so
one might want to apply care in the choice of a soul-mate. As a lady nobody is bad looking (I don’t
like using the word ‘Ugly’ to qualify or describe anybody, especially a lady, I feel its extreme and not
befitting for the description of a lady) as much as not to have a descent guy say ‘Hello’ or take a major
bold step as to asking your hand in marriage. I’ve seen ladies who are not endowed as such either with
facial beauty or body shape get married, ladies who are not sound intellectually get married, ladies
who are liabilities get married almost every Saturday.
The problem is some ‘spiritually-minded’ ladies become too spiritual that every guy that comes
around for marriage is considered not fit, they are seen as sinners as only the ladies themselves are
saints, they wait for eternity for the ‘WILL OF THE LORD’ who happens to be some make-believe
spiritual brother of their dreams; wake up to reality!
It’s not a bad thing to be spiritual, when it becomes too much that’s where there’s a problem,
loosen up, socialize, be friendly, be nice, smile a little lot more, change your outlook to life, dress nice
and attractive but be descent while on it, be soft spoken and have an approachable facial expression,
be soft, tender and loving.
When ladies try getting a guy to notice her and it’s not working or she’s tried everything
possible in making the guy ask her out but to no avail, she becomes filled with obsession and hates on
any lady seen around the guy, hating on someone or being obsessed with someone for some reasons
best known to you is of no use, drop the excessive annoying spirituality thing and become friendly,
why do you think ladies who are not considered to be spiritual or godly get married every Saturday?
You keep forming ‘Hard to get’, ‘Miss no nonsense’, ‘classy and principled’, where has it taken you?
What have you achieved by so doing?
When you were younger and had all manner of guys trooping in on you, you had them bounced
and felt you still had time, you held on so tenaciously to whatever fantasies you had and didn’t realize
you were wasting time until it was this late. Listening to people make decisions and choices for you
will only land you where you are now, you can’t please people, half of the people that get to plan your
life for you and help you ditch prospective husbands are married and are leading a very happy family
life, while the remaining half are either unmarried as you or are divorced, separated or single parent
who’ve had it rough in life and are either jealous that at least you are a step ahead of them probably
through looks, wealth, privileges, position, job etc and might end up getting married and leaving them
in their state or they just don’t want to see you happy. 80% of the people you tell your problems don’t
care, 10% are glad you have the problems while a minute 10% really want to help.

Baseline, quit the excessive spirituality thing and start behaving like a human that has blood
flowing through her veins, has emotional feelings, longs to be loved, wants to have a family, wants to
have someone to call her own, needs security, companionship and would like to see her seeds
(children) become great people in the nearest future, take care of her when the light of her life is
dimming out, when old age comes knocking on her door and her parents are no more.
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